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THE CLIMBER AS LITERARY ARTIST
SHOWELL STYLES
Since the beginning of mountaineering the mountaineer has
cultivated the art of writing. No other sport, I fully believe, has given
rise to such a spate of words. Books, articles, lectures (for the
lectures, of course, are carefully written and later printed) have
flowed in a steady stream for well over a century, suggesting that the
typical climber lays down his ice-axe only to take up his pen.
Cricketers and footballers produce occasional autobiographies;
yachtsmen, apart from contentious technical articles in magazines,
have only interminable solo voyages to write about; huntin' and
shootin' and fishin' have each a limited literature, but nothing to
compare with the volume of volumes on climbin'. Strong and silent
the mountaineer may be on the heights, but his silence is fraught with
the shape of books to come.
The roots of this tradition for tradition it is are not far to seek.
The giants of the first First Ascents in the days before mountaineering
was tolerated as a sport had to justify their exploits by recording, in
print, the scientific investigations they made during the ascent. A
"boiling-water apparatus" was as essential on the summit as a baton
and snow-veil, and it was equally essential to assure the world that
boiling point on top of the Finsteraarhorn was 187° Fahrenheit.
Naturally some account of how the summit was reached was deemed
necessary; and so began the long series of descriptive writings which
constitute our mountain literature, developing as a separate literary
art-form with rigid conventions in different eras and divisions of
construction as sharp as those between novel and short story. One
might go on to analyse this development at length, adding perhaps
another 60,000 words or so to the mass of print based on mountains;
but one refrains. It is less arduous and more interesting to glance at
the changes that have taken place in the style and approach of the
climber-writers.
The writings of Tyndall, greatest of the pioneers, give a nice
example of the change of approach of one man, a scientist, as his
literary dealings with mountains progress. Here is Tyndall climbing
Mont Blanc in 1857; "I endeavoured to ascertain whether the hipjoint, on account of the diminished atmospheric pressure, became
loosened, so as to throw the weight of the leg upon the surrounding
ligaments, but could not be certain about it." On the first ascent of
Monte Rosa in the following year he is still much occupied with
scientific minutiae such as the sounds produced by the plunging of his
staff into the snow of the lower slopes: "The little sounds consequent
upon rupture, reinforced by the partial echoes from the surfaces of the
granules, were blended together to a note resembling the lowing of
cows." And on the summit he duly sets up his boiling-water
apparatus, placing his hat over it to protect it from the wind. But
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now he is equally concerned with the technique of climbing, and even
argues with his guide about the proper method of using the rope.
We discern, too, the beginnings of that desire to convey to the reader
a sense of height and peril which has characterized the writing
mountaineer ever since: "If a human body fell over here, it would
probably pass through a vertical space of some thousands of feet,
falling or rolling, before coming to rest." Incidentally, it is to this
particular account that we owe the inception of a term very common in
all descriptions of snow-climbing: "The wind had acted upon the
snow . . . causing it to form a kind of cornice, which overhung the
precipice." Tyndall's literary approach to his famous first ascent of
the Weisshorn in 1861 shows the final change from scientific reporter
to mountain writer. The prose becomes dramatic, the descriptions of
mountain scenery some of the finest ever written far outweigh the
few scientific observations, and he actually refuses to set up his
boiling-water apparatus on that superb summit. "There was something incongruous, if not profane," he declares, "in allowing the
scientific faculty to interfere where silent worship was the 'reasonable
service'." It was the turning-point. The frosty bands of science had
thawed, releasing the avalanche of drama and comedy, well-chosen
metaphor and natty analogy, carefully obvious understatement and
carelessly hinted heroics, that was henceforth to thunder in a hundred
mountaineering books about the heads of an admiring public.
The transition was not as sudden as an avalanche; but it was
hastened by the publication of Scrambles Amongst the Alps. Whymper
had still to subscribe to the hard-dying thesis that a mountain-climber
was ipso facto a scientist. Thousands of readers must have been
dismayed by the amount of pseudo-scientific hoohah that is crammed
into this best-selling classic; the chapter describing his ascent of the
Grandes Jorasses, for instance, contains Natural History (bouquetins,
4 pages) Biology (cretinism, 12 pages) Glaciology (confuting of
Professors Ramsay and Tyndall, 33 pages) and just two pages
of mountain-climbing. The two chapters describing the Matterhorn
ascent and the fatal accident, however, are the first real fusion
between mountain-climbing and the craft of literature. The effect of
this description is of a plain, blunt, factual account, with the extraordinary intensity of the drama emerging quite fortuitously, jotted
down (one feels) almost on the spot. In fact, Whymper rewrote these
chapters over and over again, and his choice of words, the paragraphing, the cunning insertion of "the sharp-eyed lad" at the Monte
Rosa hotel, the point at which the account is broken by a chapter
division all are the marks of a writer using every device to heighten
the dramatic effect of his story.
Even after 1865, though, the tradition that a mountaineer-writer
should profess some other interest in mountains besides the climbing
of them lingered on. The ability to write good sound hair-raising
English was still not sufficient to make a man's reputation as a
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climber. Cretinism, topography, peasant legends, and of course
geology and glaciology, are drawn as perfunctory red-herrings across
the pages of the early ascents recorded in Peaks, Passes and Glaciers,
and the descriptions of the actual climbing are on the whole cautiously
dull. One imagines some head-shaking of Alpine Club members
when a fellow-member allowed his emotions to escape him in print.
E. S. Kennedy's "the abyss beneath yawned with more threatening
aspect" would probably come in for censure, as would the account
of an inferentially perilous section on the first ascent of the Aiguille
Verte which added: "The air was perfectly still, and the quiet fall
every few minutes of portions of snow detached by the sun's heat,
gave at this moment an almost ominous feeling." Abysses, these
critics would point out, yawn with unchanged aspect no matter who
is teetering about above them, and ominous feelings on a first ascent
are no use at all to climbers making the second or third. But narrow
insistence on the objective approach was doomed to failure. No
mountaineer who could write fair prose and many of the pioneers
could write very good prose indeed was going to be done out of his
literary effects. It was instinctive in all of them, as it is in present-day
writers of climbing literature, to make quite certain that the reader
fully appreciated the frightful perils of the ascent and the intrepidity
of the gallant climber, at the same time avoiding all suspicion of
boastfulness; a pretty problem for any writer in the First Person
Singular.
Later contributors in the Peaks, Passes and Glaciers series solved
this literary problem neatly by using the lesser dramatis personae.
To indicate the hazardous nature of the passage a subordinate guide
(the leading guide was invariably a hero) or perhaps a Herculean
porter, would be recorded as turning pale and shaking in every limb;
alternatively he might say, in a convincing reportage of patios, "Herr, I
cannot!" or "We shall all be killed!" The leading guide was sometimes utilized as a kind of reflector character - "I watched Croz perform
the most daring feat of mountaineering I ever saw" so that the reader
did not need to be told that the writer himself performed that same
most daring feat a few minutes later. This method could not and did
not last for long. It gave place, before the end of the century, to a
mode of writing that employed two devices which had already shown
signs of development.
Let it not be thought that I seek to lessen the greatness of any
mountaineering feat. The ascents of the Golden Age were epic, the
performers heroic. The amusement lies in detecting the efforts of
heroes well aware of their heroism to put it across in prose without
seeming to. The use of words like Scrambles and Playground in
connection with adventures that were always dangerous and sometimes
tragic shows that the heroes were early aware of the suggestive potential of understatement. (Meiosis in mountain writing reached its
zenith in the books of H. W. Tilman; but by then the Direct Boast
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was in fashion and his writing was not valued as it might have been.)
Leslie Stephen's The Playground of Europe challenged with its title
those who still held that mountaineering was not a sport and with its
jovial sneers at the Boiling-Point School banished the -ologies from
mountain literature. Allied to meiosis, humour the second device
of the Victorian climber-writers helped to strengthen the growing
propaganda for mountaineering as a legitimate British sport. In the
early 1900's, and indeed until quite recent years, any legitimate
British sport was based on hearty fun, not on rigid rules and scowls
as at present; mountaineering, therefore, must be shown to be hearty
fun. It was discovered that humour itself could be made to serve the
purpose of obvious meiosis; and the pattern of ascents in print was
fixed for the next three decades. "The result of a slip would in all
probability have been that the rest of our lives would have been spent
in sliding down a snow-slope, and that that employment would not
have lasted long enough to become at all monotonous." Thus
Stephen set the tone. It was to sound right through the first books
about British rock-climbing, when the Abrahams kept it going with
less subtlety but more heartiness, and a good ear can detect its echo
even in the journals of senior clubs to this day.
Hitherto it had been considered slightly ungentlemanly, if not
somewhat caddish, for a mountaineer to attempt any serious description of his own feelings during a difficult ascent. An indulgence
was granted for the view from the summit, which could be painted
as poetically as the writer could manage, with or without reverent
mention of the Deity. But now, in the 'thirties, arose first-rate
mountaineers unafraid and soul-baring, confessing to fears and other
emotions that were tabu in the days of their literary predecessors.
Frank Smythe was one, Geoffrey Winthrop Young another and a
better writer. Young gave us whaf is possibly the best all-round impressionist account of a difficult climb ever penned, in his description
of the ascent of the South Face of the Taschhorn in On High Hills.
Here he is with the whole party in peril of almost certain death:
"Back, with a slight shock, came the realization of the loneliness, of
the long waiting, of the probable end to it. What do we think of at
these times ? While action is still possible for us, we think, deliberately,
of that alone. But when action is suspended ? We do not think for
long about our fears. We cannot continue to feel frightened of a
certainty, or even of a probability . . ." and so on for four paragraphs
of self-analysis, acute and intensely interesting. What would the
stalwarts of the Golden Age have thought about such probings and
revelations ?
The new subjective approach had thrown the doors wide. At last
the climbing writer could use every device of words to heighten the
effect of his record of peril and adventure. The enormous field of
material was far from exhausted and displayed new and book-length
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opportunities in the Himalaya. Earlier British expedition books tended to revert to the old tradition of the objective account, until
Herzog's Annapurna ripped the cover off the real nastinesses that crop
up above the 20,000-foot contour. The Ascent of Everest restored
balance to this department of the literature by demonstrating that the
highest peak of all could be climbed without discord or inefficiency
or psychoanalytical writing. And meanwhile the material that had
yielded some millions of words for the first mountain books was
yielding millions more.
At a rough estimate there are 3,500 notable mountains in the
world, notable enough to require a full-length book for description
of their first ascent. On an average, each mountain has three ridges
and three faces, each of which may provide a new ascent and a good
long article in the Alpine Journal or Himalayan Journal or (if the peak
is in some distant land) perhaps a series of articles in The Times.
Then there are ascents in winter, ascents in very bad weather, first
ascents by a lady, and ascents (for subsequent record in the Club
Journal) by the man whose aunt once told him his letters were good
enough for Punch. The literary prospect is, it seems, illimitable,
the more so because of the journalistic rock-climbers.
The spread of the Artificial techniques has brought an immense
new mine of material within the reach of the rock-climbing writer,
if 'mine' is a permissible term for vertical and overhanging faces.
A thousand new peg routes are now available for the journals of
the future, for a hundred feet of virgin impending limestone is
good for four pages of close print any day. Already the articles are
thudding like falling stones on the desks of the Club Journal editors
and rebounding into the cold clear light of print. What have these
litterateurs, the latest inheritors of the mantle of Tyndall, done with
their freedom? For one thing, they have dispensed with good
English altogether; the Sentence is discarded, its place taken by phrases
interspersed with commas. For another, the accent has shifted from
the climb to the climber. The mood is subjective now, getting at the
reader's admiration not by "What I did" but by "What I thought
while I was doing it." Here is a First Ascender on rock, from The
Climber: "Made it, no, not quite, a bit off balance wouldn't do to
come off now; move back and try again with the right hand a bit
nearer " and so on. On iced rock (in the S.M.C. Journal) things
are much the same: "I come out of my shell, unspiking myself from
the mountain and move on, frozen gloves rasping on immense jugs,
an ungraceful fumble up the ice, feeling for the holds, round the steep
rib, all's well, then the angle relents, the holds are full of snow, and
hellish hard to find, a scuffling crawl " etcetera, modestly insisting
on the writer's inadequacy to the perilous situation and thereby
adding to our admiration of his courage. It is the old meiosis cropping
up in a new form. The staccato fracture of grammar, too, neatly
suggests the breathless tension without directly stating it. In deference
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perhaps to the high literary reputation of the Journal of the Fell and
Rock Climbing Club the rock epics described in its pages tend to use
the semi-colon and full stop in place of the simple comma, and
adjectives like hellish are out; though a new and nauseous verb is, it
appears, tolerated: "Violent moves, a zigzag, and he was exiting on
stripping grass; then more calmly to a place within sight of the top.
I made a rope-length, and was out. No security, a victory piton
invited; I placed one, belayed, took in slack; but, for some reason,
a final rap. The hammer splintered and sprang to pieces."
Short-windedness, the characteristic of the modern amalgamator
of prehension and print, does at least spare us the long-windedness
of the Old Masters, the pause in the midst of the exciting narrative to
expatiate on the spread of cretinism or the formation of ice-crystals.
And if a certain slackness in writing can bring more keenly home to
us the tension of the poised moment, then let the writers carry on
slacking-off. After all, none but the master craftsman in words can
make us feel his full peril without using exaggeration. "For though
mountaineering is not, perhaps, more dangerous than other sports,"
wrote Mummery, "it undoubtedly brings home to the mind a more
stimulating sense of peril; a sense, indeed, that is out of all proportion
to the actual risk."
So let it be with the literary art that has become its inescapable
complement.
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